GET TO KNOW OUR RESPIRACON II SPEAKERS:
For Attendees and Interested Parties

Maria Oden, PhD, OEDK Director and Teaching Professor, Bioengineering, Rice University

Nathaniel Bechar, Public Invention (Host of live Showcase)

Victor Suturin, PhD, PolyVent (Host of live Showcase)

Sabina Abidi, PhD, Rice University, Deputy MC

Sabrina Merlo, Open Source Medical Supplies

Victoria Jaqua, Open Source Medical Supplies, Public Invention

Leith Greenslade, Co-founder, Coordinator, Every Breath Counts Coalition

Robert L. Read, President of Public Invention

Christina Cole, Open Source Medical Supplies

Amarpreet Rai, Founder of SanRai International

Alex Rothkopf, Supply Chain Management and Data Science Consultant with PATH.

Jenny Molloy, PhD, Senior Research Associate at the University of Cambridge, Co-Founder of GOSH

Vaibhav Chhabra, Founder, Maker's Asylum; M19 Initiative;

Gabriella Marcelja, Co-Founder and President, Sirius Global IMC

Check Out Our Event Schedule!
Click Here
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For Inventors and Invention Coaches

Dr. Nahreen Ahmed, MD, MPH, Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

Lawrence Kiliszewski, Founder and President, Zewski Corporation

Jorge Contreras, JD, Presidential Scholar and Professor, University of Utah, S.J. Quinney College of Law

Dr. Nelson Evaborhene, MD, Africa Leadership in Vaccinology Expertise Scholar (ALIVE), University of Witwatersrand, S. Africa

Alejandra Velez, World Health Organization (WHO)

Andrew Lamb, Innovation Lead - Global, FieldReady

Roger Rassool, Physicist and FreO2

Pierre Lonchampt, PhD, Founder, Diapason Consulting

Debbie Aloyo, Manager of Biomedical Programs and Operations, Gould Family Foundation

Veronica Stuckey, R&D Engineer, Meditrina; Public Invention Researcher, Ferrofluid Check Valve

"As we enter an era of respiratory pandemics, open-source design and manufacturing is the third leg of an effective pandemic preparedness and response strategy in every country."

- Leith Greenslade, Opening Keynote